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Abstract. Assortment optimization is an important problem arising in many applications,
including retailing and online advertising. The goal in such problems is to determine a
revenue-/pro!t-maximizing subset of products to offer from a large universe of products
when customers exhibit stochastic substitution behavior. We consider a mixture of
Mallows model for demand, which can be viewed as a “smoothed” generalization of
sparse, rank-based choice models, designed to overcome some of their key limitations. In
spite of these advantages, the Mallows distribution has an exponential support size and
does not admit a closed-form expression for choice probabilities. We !rst conduct a case
study using a publicly available data set involving real-world preferences on sushi types to
show that Mallows-based smoothing signi!cantly improves both the prediction accuracy
and the decision quality on this data set.We then present an ef!cient procedure to compute
the choice probabilities for any assortment under the mixture of Mallows model. Sur-
prisingly, this !nding allows us to formulate a compact mixed integer program (MIP) that
leads to a practical approach for solving the assortment-optimization problem under a
mixture of Mallows model. To complement this MIP formulation, we exploit additional
structural properties of the underlying distribution to propose several polynomial-time
approximation schemes (PTAS), taking the form of a quasi-PTAS in the most general
setting, which can be strengthened to a PTAS or a fully PTAS under stronger assumptions.
These are the !rst algorithmic approaches with provably near-optimal performance
guarantees for the assortment-optimization problem under the Mallows or the mixture of
Mallows model in such generality.
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1. Introduction
What subset (or assortment) of products to offer to
customers is a key decision problem in many appli-
cations. For instance, a retailer carrying a large uni-
verse of n products can usually only offer a small
subset in each store, typically offering the subsets that
maximize the expected revenue or pro!t or the con-
version rate from each arriving customer.

Determining the best such subset requires a de-
mandmodel, which speci!es the expected demand in
response to each offer set. Most commonly studied
demandmodels are based on a discrete choice model,
which speci!es the demand as the probability P(a |S)

of a random customer choosing product a from offer
set S. This model captures product substitution be-
havior, whereby customers substitute to an available
product (say, a dark blue shirt) when their most
preferred product (say, a black shirt) is not offered.
Product substitution makes the demand for each
offered product a function of the entire offer set, in-
creasing the complexity of the demand model. Nev-
ertheless, existing work has shown that demand
models in which substitution effects are incorporated
provide signi!cantly more accurate predictions than
those that overlook such effects (Farias et al. 2013, van
Ryzin and Vulcano 2014).
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Avery general discrete choicemodel is the so-called
rank-based choice model, in which population prefer-
ences are described by a probability distribution over
rankings or preference lists of products. Each preference
list speci!es a rank ordering of the products such that
lower rankedproducts aremorepreferred. In each choice
instance, a customer samples a preference list from the
underlying distribution and then chooses the most pre-
ferred available product (possibly, the no-purchase op-
tion) fromthe list.Modeling customerpreferencesusinga
distribution over all rankings has recently received a
great deal of attention (Honhon et al. 2012; Farias et al.
2013; van Ryzin and Vulcano 2014; Jagabathula and
Rusmevichientong 2017, 2019; Aouad et al. 2019).
This is indeed a very rich framework as it can po-
tentially accommodate distributions with exponen-
tially large support sizes and, therefore, can capture
complex substitution patterns. However, available
data are usually insuf!cient to identify such a com-
plex model. Therefore, “sparsity,” measured as the
support size, is employed as a selection criterion to
pick amodel from the set ofmodels that are consistent
with the data. This results in data-drivenmodel selection
(Farias et al. 2013, Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong
2017, van Ryzin and Vulcano 2017), obviating the
need for imposing arbitrary parametric structures.

Despite its generality, a sparse rank-based model
cannot account for any “noise” or deviations from the
T ranked lists in its support. In particular, such a
model assigns a zero chance to any choice that is not
consistent with these T rankings. When T < n, this
implies that certain products are never chosen from
the complete assortment. Such predictions are often
inconsistent with observed choices in real holdout
data. Another issue with the sparse model is its in-
ability to generalize when there is not suf!cient
variation in the observed offer sets. For instance, if we
only observe market shares or choice probabilities
under the complete assortment, then only the top-
ranked products in each of the preference lists are
identi!ed and the remaining rankings are arbitrarily
completed. As a result, this model cannot produce
meaningful predictions outside the top-ranked product.

To address these issues, we consider a smoothed
generalization of the sparse rank-based models. Specif-
ically, we assume that the underlying probability dis-
tribution is speci!ed by amixture of KMallows models
and focus on assortment optimization under this
generalized class. The Mallows distribution was in-
troduced in the mid-1950s (Mallows 1957) and has
since been the most popular member of the so-called
distance-based ranking models, which are charac-
terized by a modal ranking ! and a concentration
parameter ". As formally explained in Section 2, the
probability that a ranking # is sampled falls expo-
nentially as e!"·d(#,!), where d(·, ·) is the distance between

# and !, thus creating a smoothing property around
the central modal ranking !. Clearly, different dis-
tance functions result in different models. The Mal-
lows model utilizes the Kendall–Tau distance func-
tion, de!ned as the number of pairwise disagreements
between the two rankings. Intuitively, the Mallows
model assumes that consumer preferences are concen-
trated around a central permutation with the likelihood
of large deviations being low. More generally, the
mixture of Mallows model with K segments is speci-
!ed by modal rankings !1, . . . ,!K; concentration pa-
rameters"1, . . . , "K; and probabilities p1, . . . , pK, where
pk speci!es the probability that a random customer
belongs to Mallows segment kwith modal ranking !k
and concentration parameter "k. It is worth noting
that, as the concentration parameters "k tend to in-
!nity for all k, the distribution concentrates around
each of the K modes, asymptotically yielding the
sparse rank-based model.
The mixture of Mallows model is a natural alter-

native to sparse rank-based models, allowing for
deviations from the modal rankings and assigning a
nonzero probability to every possible choice. In fact,
as shown in Section 3, Mallows-based smoothing can
signi!cantly improve the parsimony of sparse rank-
based models with two to three mixture components
providing more accurate choice predictions than a
rank-based model with support size 1,250. We refer
the reader to Section 3 for a discussion on how using a
mixture of Mallows model addresses the limitations
of sparse rank-based models.

1.1. Our Contributions
The main contributions of this paper include (a) a
detailed case study showcasing the bene!ts of Mallows-
based smoothing; (b) ef!cient computation of the choice
probabilities under a mixture of Mallows model and,
hence, the expected revenue/pro!t for any offer set; (c) a
compactmixed integer program (MIP) for computing an
optimal assortment; and (d) near-optimal algorithms
with strong theoretical guarantees in terms of run-
ning time.

1.1.1. Data-Driven Case Study. Before describing our
methodology in greater detail, we !rst demonstrate in
Section 3 its impact through a case study using a
publicly available data set containing individual pref-
erence listsover sushi types (Kamishima et al. 2005).We
!nd that using a mixture of Mallows model results in
signi!cant improvements over a sparse ranked-based
model (up to 15% in terms of Kullback–Leibler (KL)
divergencemetric) in the accuracy of predicting pairwise
choice probabilities representing the likelihood of pre-
ferring one sushi variety over another. Mallows-based
smoothing also improves the decision quality and ex-
tracts up to 2%more revenue than the sparsedistribution
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over rankings. In this case study, we also tackle the
problem of estimating the mixture model parameters
from choice observations as existing techniques in the
machine learning literature for estimating Mallows
model parameters (Dwork et al. 2001, Lebanon and
Mao 2008, Awasthi et al. 2014, Lu and Boutilier 2014)
do not extend to choice data. Additionally, we demon-
strate that the mixture of Mallows model strongly out-
performs (on both prediction accuracy and decision
quality) the mixture of multinomial logit (MNL) model,
which is another very popular choice model.

1.1.2. Exact Computation of Choice Probabilities. In
Section 4, we present an ef!cient procedure to com-
pute the exact choice probabilities P(a | S) under a
mixture of Mallows model. Straightforwardly com-
puting these probabilities requires marginalizing the
Mallows distribution by summing over its expo-
nential support size, which can be a nontrivial com-
putational challenge. In fact, computing the probability
of a general partial order under theMallows distribution
is known to be a #P-hard problem (Brightwell and
Winkler 1991, Lu and Boutilier 2014). Currently, the
only class of partial orders whose probabilities are
known to be ef!ciently computable is the class of
partitioned preferences (Lebanon and Mao 2008);
although this class includes top-k/bottom-k ranked
lists, it does not include other popular partial orders,
such as pairwise comparisons and choice observations.

To address this challenge, we prove that the choice
probabilities for an offer set under theMallowsmodel
can be expressed as the unique solution to a system of
linear equations that can be solved in O(n3) time. To
obtain this characterization, we exploit the repeated
insertion method (RIM) introduced by Doignon et al.
(2004) for sampling rankings according to the Mal-
lows distribution. We also provide an ef!ciently
computable closed-form expression for the choice prob-
abilities under the mixture of Mallows distribution. In
particular, we prove that these probabilities are ex-
pressible through a discrete convolution and, therefore,
can be computed using the fast Fourier transform,
providing an alternative approach for ef!ciently com-
puting the choice probabilities.

1.1.3. AMixed IntegerProgrammingFormulation. Building
on our procedure for computing the choice proba-
bilities, we present in Section 5 a compact mixed
integer linear program (MILP) with O(Kn3) variables,
O(n) binary variables, and O(Kn3) constraints for the
assortment optimization problem under a mixture of
Mallows model with K segments.

By exploiting certain structural properties of this
distribution, we obtain a stronger formulation with
O(n2) variables and O(n) binary variables and also
implement a variable bound strengthening. In Section 6,

we conduct computational experiments using syn-
thetic data, showing that the computation time of our
MIP scales well to large-scale instances. We note that
our MIP offers a practical approach to incorporate
additional business constraints in determining the
optimal assortment.

1.1.4. ApproximationSchemesforAssortmentOptimization.
To complement our MIP formulation, which com-
putes an optimal assortment but does not come with
strong theoretical guarantees in terms of running
time, we present in Section 7 three approximation
schemes for ef!ciently approaching optimal revenues
within any degree of accuracy. These are the !rst
provably near-optimal algorithms for assortment opti-
mization under the mixture of Mallows model even
with a single segment.
• In Section 7.1, we present a polynomial-time

approximation scheme (PTAS) for a broad class of
constrained assortment-optimization problems, in-
cluding those with cardinality, knapsack, or matroid
constraints. This particular PTAS holds under the
assumption that the no-purchase option is ranked last
in the modal rankings of all Mallows segments in the
mixture. For any $ > 0, our algorithm computes in
O(KnO(1/$)) time an assortment whose expected rev-
enue is within factor 1 ! $ of optimal. This PTAS is
based on establishing a surprising sparsity property,
stating that, under the aforementioned assumption,
there exists a near-optimal assortment consisting of
onlyO(1/$)products. Therefore, enumerating over all
such subsets results in a (1 ! $)-approximation to the
constrained assortment-optimization problem.
• We then present in Section 7.2 a fully polynomial-

time approximation scheme (FPTAS) when all con-
centration parameters are bounded away from zero
as long as the number of segments is constant
(i.e., K " O(1)) and the extremal price ratio! " rmax/rmin

is polynomial in n. Letting "̂ " mink#[K] min{"k , 1/2},
the former assumption can be written as "̂ " "(1). In
particular, the running time of our FPTAS scales as
O([(n!)/($"̂)]O(K/"̂). This !nding builds on a newly
established structural property, intuitively stating
that there exists a near-optimal assortment in which
all offered products are ranked not too far apart. To
demonstrate the practical relevance of our FPTAS, we
conduct a simulation study comparing the perfor-
mances of a heuristic algorithm inspired by our
FPTAS and the MIP. We !nd that this heuristic offers
an excellent trade-off between the approximation
quality and the running time. These experiments are
summarized in Section 7.2.3.
• Our most general algorithmic result, presented

in Section 7.3, consists of a quasi-PTAS for the as-
sortment optimization problem without the need for
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any technical assumptions. More precisely, for any
accuracy level $ > 0, the running time of our algo-
rithm is O$(nO$((1/%)O(K)·K2·logO(K)(n!))), where, to avoid
cumbersome notation, we use O$(·) to suppress poly-
nomial dependencies on 1/$, meaning thatO$( f (n)) "
O(poly(1/$) · f (n)). From a running-time perspective,
because of the exponential dependency on K and
log!, we indeed attain a quasi-PTAS for a !xed
number of segments K as long as ! " poly(n). Our
algorithm exploits a multitude of monotonicity prop-
erties inherent to optimal assortments and their ro-
bustness to certain structural alterations.

It is important to mention that, at this level of
generality, the exponential dependence on K cannot
be eliminated. To see this, consider the sparse rank-
based model, which is a special case of the Mallows
mixture model. Aouad et al. (2018) show that, when
the support size is K " n, the optimal revenue cannot
be approximated within factor "(1/n1!$) in polyno-
mial time for any !xed % > 0unless P " NP. Therefore,
the exponential dependence on K is necessary in the
absence of structural assumptions.

1.2. Directly Related Literature
Numerous parametric models over rankings have
been extensively studied in the areas of statistics,
transportation, marketing, economics, and operations
management (see Marden 1995 for a detailed survey
of most of these models). In particular, our work is
related to several lines of research inmachine learning
and operations management, on which we elaborate.

The existing work in machine learning has focused
on designing computationally ef!cient algorithms for
estimating the parameters of a Mallows model from
commonly available observations, such as complete
rankings, top-k/bottom-k lists, pairwise comparisons,
etc. The developed techniques mainly consist of ef-
!cient algorithms for computing the likelihood of the
observed data (Lebanon and Mao 2008, Guiver and
Snelson 2009) and techniques for sampling from the
distributions conditioned on observed data (Meila
et al. 2012, Lu and Boutilier 2014). The Plackett–
Luce (PL) model, the Mallows model, and their var-
iants have been by far the most studied models in
this literature.

On the other hand, the work in operations man-
agement has mainly focused on designing optimi-
zation algorithms to ef!ciently compute optimal or
near-optimal subsets of products. Several parametric
choice models belonging to the random utility max-
imization class have been extensively studied in di-
verse areas, including marketing, transportation, eco-
nomics, and operations management. Among these
models, the MNL model has been the most commonly
studied in this literature. The MNL model was made
popular by thework ofMcFadden (1978) and has been

shown by Yellott (1977) to be equivalent to the PL
model, independently introduced by Luce (1959) and
Plackett (1975).When themodel parameters are known,
the assortment optimization problem has been shown to
be ef!ciently solvable for the MNL model (Talluri and
van Ryzin 2004), for variants of the nested logit model
(Davis et al. 2014, Gallego and Topaloglu 2014), and
for the Markov chain model (Blanchet et al. 2016,
Feldman and Topaloglu 2017, Désir et al. 2020). Be-
cause of existing hardness results for many other
choice models (Bront et al. 2009, Aouad et al. 2018),
Jagabathula (2014) shows in a empirical study that
using a local search algorithm performs very well
even for instances in which ef!cient algorithms are
not known to exist. As mentioned earlier, the litera-
ture in operations management is mostly restricted to
models whose choice probabilities are known to be
ef!ciently computable. In this regard, our key con-
tribution is to extend a popular model in the machine
learning literature to choice contexts and to assortment-
optimization settings.

2. Model and Problem Statement
2.1. De!nitions
2.1.1. Notation. We consider a universe u of n prod-
ucts. In order to distinguish these products from their
corresponding ranks, we let u " {a1, . . . , an} denote
the universe of products under an arbitrary indexing.
Preferences over this universe are captured by an
antire"exive, antisymmetric, and transitive relation $,
which induces a total ordering (or ranking) over all
products; speci!cally, a $ b means that a is preferred
to b. We represent preferences through rankings or
permutations. A complete ranking (or simply a ranking)
is a bijection # :u % [n] that maps each product a # u
to its rank #(a) # [n], where [n] " {1, . . . , n}. Lower
ranks indicate higher preference so that #(a) < #(b) if
and only if a $# b, where $# denotes the preference
relation induced by the ranking #.

2.1.2. Mallows Model. The Mallows model is a mem-
ber of the distance-based ranking family models (see
Murphy and Martin 2003). This model is described
by a modal ranking !, which denotes the central or
modal permutation, and a concentration parameter
" # R+ such that the probability of each permutation #
is given by

& #( ) " e!"·d #,!( )

' "( ) .

Here, '(") " !
# exp(!" · d(#,!)) is the normalization

constant, and d(·, ·) is the Kendall–Taumetric, de!ning
the distance between two permutations # and ! as

d #,!( ) "
"

i<j
1 # ai( ) ! # aj

# $# $ · ! ai( ) ! ! aj
# $# $

< 0
% &

.
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In other words, d(#,!) counts the number of pairwise
disagreements between the permutations # and!. It is
easy to verify that d(·, ·) is a distance function that is
right-invariant under the composition of the sym-
metric group, that is, d((1,(2) " d((1(,(2() for every
(,(1,(2, where the composition #( is de!ned as
#((a) " #(((a)). This symmetry can be exploited to
show that the normalization constant'(") has a closed-
form expression (Lebanon andMao 2008, proposition 2)
given by

' "( ) "
'n+1

i"1

1 ! e!i·"

1 ! e!"
.

Note that '(") depends on the concentration pa-
rameter " and on the number of products n but does
not depend on the modal ranking !.

Intuitively, the Mallows model de!nes a set of con-
sumers whose preferences are “similar” in the sense of
being centered around a common permutation, in
which the probability for deviations thereof is de-
creasing exponentially. The similarity of consumer pref-
erences is captured by the Kendall–Tau distance metric.

2.1.3. Mixture of Mallows Model. More generally, the
mixture of K Mallows models is given by K segments
in which, for each segment k " 1, . . . ,K, we are given
its probability pk as well as a Mallows distribution
with modal ranking !k and concentration parame-
ter "k. Therefore, the probability of any permutation #
in the mixture model is given by

& #( ) "
"K

k"1
pk ·

e!"k ·d #,!k( )

' "k( ) .

2.2. Problem Statement
2.2.1. Choice Probability Computation. We !rst focus
on ef!ciently computing the probability that a product a
is chosen from an offer set S & u under a given
mixture of Mallows model. When offered an assort-
ment S, the customer !rst samples a preference list
according to the mixture of Mallows model and then
chooses the most preferred product from S according
to this list. Therefore, the probability of choosing
product a from the offer set S is given by

P a|S( ) "
"

#
& #( ) · 1 #, a,S[ ], (1)

where 1[#, a,S] indicates whether #(a) < #(a') for all
a' # S, a' (" a. Note that this summation runs over all n!
preference lists, meaning that it is a priori unclear if
P(a|S) can be computed ef!ciently.

2.2.2. Assortment Optimization. Once we are able to
compute the choiceprobabilities,we turnourattention to

the assortment-optimization problem under the mixture
ofMallowsmodel. In thisproblem, eachproduct ahas an
exogenously !xed price ra. Moreover, there is an
auxiliary product aq that represents the outside option
(no purchase) with price rq " 0, which is always in-
cluded in the assortment. The goal in the assortment-
optimization problem is to determine a feasible subset
of products that maximizes the expected revenue:

max
S&u\ aq{ }

R S( ) " max
S&u\ aq{ }

"

a#S
P a | S ) {aq}
# $ · ra. (2)

As mentioned in Section 1.1, this problem is NP-hard
to approximate within factor "(1/n1!$) for any !xed
% > 0. Before tackling these computational challenges,
we showcase the bene!ts of using a mixture of Mallows
model through a case study.

3. Value of Smoothing: Case Study
In this section, we demonstrate the practical impact of
the methods we propose in subsequent sections.
Speci!cally, through a case study on real-world prefer-
encedataondifferent sushi types,weshowthatMallows-
based smoothing signi!cantly improves the accuracy of
out-of-sample choice probability prediction and also of
the assortment decision.
Our results also show that using a mixture of

Mallows model yields a sparser description of the
underlying choice behavior. As an example, consider a
single-class Mallows model, which assigns nonzero
choice probabilities to all the products in the complete
assortment [n]. A sparse choice model would require
T " "(n) preference lists just to match these choice
probabilities.More realistically, T scales like"(poly(n))
depending on the number and the sizes of the offer
sets. In our study with n " 10 products, we observe
that a Mallows mixture model with K * 15 segments
performs better than a sparse choice model with T "
1, 250 rankings in capturing the underlying choice
behavior. The magnitude of the compression (from
T " 1, 250 rankings to K " 15 Mallows segments) can
admittedly vary from one application to another.
Finally, we note that implementing the case study

requires the methods we propose in later sections to
compute choice probabilities under the Mallows model
and then to determine the optimal assortment decision.
Wedescribe our case study!rst to showcase thepractical
value of Mallows-based smoothing. Along with this
discussion, we provide appropriate pointers to these
methods, which are described and analyzed later.
Section 3.1 provides a detailed description of our

data set. Section 3.2 explains the estimation proce-
dures we employ to !t the sparse distribution over
rankings and the mixture of Mallows model. Sec-
tion 3.3 compares the accuracy of predicting pairwise
choice probabilities along with a wide array of
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additional metrics. We !nd that using a mixture of
Mallows model results in signi!cant improvements
and, speci!cally, up to 15% in terms of the KL di-
vergence metric. Next, we show in Section 3.4 that
the mixture of Mallows model extracts up to 2%more
revenue than the sparse distribution over rankings,
that is, that improved prediction accuracy translates
into better assortment decisions.

3.1. Data Description
We use a publicly available data set consisting of
preference lists over different sushi types (Kamishima
et al. 2005). This data set consists of 5,000 complete
rankings over 10 varieties of sushi, listed in Table 1.
Each ranking corresponds to the preferences of a
survey respondent who was asked to rank the dif-
ferent types of sushi according to the respondent’s
preferences. The 10 types of sushi were chosen among
the most popular ones so that respondents could
produce a strict ordering of the options (see Kamishima
2003 for additional details). This is a particularly
unique data set in that it contains the true underlying
complete preference orders of the customers.

For the purposes of our study, we transform the
data as follows. First, to use these data for assortment
optimization, we need to introduce a no-purchase
option. In order to ensure a reasonable market share
for the no-purchase option,weadd this alternative inone
of the !rst six positions of each ranking uniformly at
random. To test the improvements in prediction accu-
racy, we randomly split the rankings into a training set
T , consisting of 1,250 rankings, and a validation set V,
consisting of 3,750 rankings.

Second, for the purposes of training ourmodels, we
convert the rank data into choice data as follows. For a
collection C of subsets, we compute the empirical
choice probabilities for each subset using the training
rankings; that is, for each S # C and i # S, we set the
empirical choice probability equal to

(̂ i,S( ) " 1
|T| ·

"

##T
1 i $# j : +j # S\ i{ }
% &

.

For our study, we use a collection C of subsets with
the following particular form: for ) # {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, we
consider the collection C) that consists of all subsets of
size at least n ! ), corresponding to settings in which
at most ) products stock out. These subsets resem-
ble the types of offer sets commonly observed in retail

settings, in which !rms maintain high service levels,
and therefore, the probabilities of stockouts are low.
Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong (2017) use a similar
collection of offer sets in their numerical study.

3.2. Estimation
3.2.1. Sparse Distribution. We compare the prediction
accuracies of a sparse rank-based choicemodel and its
corresponding Mallows-smoothed model. We !t a
sparse distribution over rankings to the choice data
generated using the procedure developed by Jagaba-
thula and Rusmevichientong (2017). This procedure
aims to !nd the distribution & that maximizes the
likelihood of the observed data. It formulates the
likelihood problem as a high-dimensional constrained
convex program and solves it using the Frank–Wolfe
algorithm (Frank and Wolfe 1956). The output of this
procedure is a distribution & over partial rankings.
When the choice data comprise the collection C) of
subsets, the returned partial rankings output only
specify the top-) products. We convert a distribution
over partial rankings into a sparse distribution over
complete rankings by sampling a top-) ranking accord-
ing to & and then uniformly sampling the positions of
the remaining n ! ) products. Because |T| " 1, 250, we
sample 1, 250 rankings to be the support of our sparse
distribution over rankings.

3.2.2. Mixture of Mallows. Once we obtain the sparse
distribution over rankings, we smooth it to obtain a
mixture of Mallows model. To this end, we make use
of the sparse distribution in question and the number
K of mixture components as inputs to an expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm, which outputs a mixture
of K Mallows distribution. We describe the imple-
mented EMalgorithm inOnline AppendixA. Because
K is a priori unknown,we vary this parameter over the
set {4, 6, 8, 10, 15}; a similar range of values is used by
Lu and Boutilier (2014).

3.3. Prediction Accuracy
We evaluate the effect of smoothing on out-of-sample
prediction accuracy, focusing on the task of pre-
dicting pairwise comparisons. For every pair i (" j, let
(̂sp(i, {i, j}) and (̂sm(i, {i, j}) denote the choice proba-
bilities computed using the sparse distribution over
rankings and the mixture of Mallows model, re-
spectively. Note that, in order to compute (̂sm(i, {i, j}),
we use the procedure presented in Section 4. The
ground truth choice probabilities are denoted by
(tr(i, {i, j}) and computed using the rankings of the
validation set V.
To evaluate the performance of each model, we use

three popular metrics: the log-likelihood, the KL

Table 1. List of 10 Different Types of Sushi that Are Part of
the Sushi Data Set (Kamishima et al. 2005)

fatty tuna sea urchin sea eel shrimp salmon roe

tuna squid egg tuna roll cucumber roll
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divergence, and the mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE), which are de!ned for m # {sp, sm} as

L (̂m( ) "
"

i ("j
Ntr i, {i, j}

# $ · log (̂m i, {i, j}# $# $%

+ Ntr j, {i, j}# $ · log (̂m j, {i, j}# $# $&
,

KL (̂m( ) "
"

i ("j
(tr i, {i, j}

# $ · log (tr i, {i, j}
# $

(̂m i, {i, j}# $
( )*

+ (tr j, {i, j}# $ · log (tr j, {i, j}# $

(̂m j, {i, j}# $
( )+

,

MAPE (̂m( ) "
"

i ("j

|(tr i, i, j
, -# $ ! (̂m i, i, j

, -# $|
(tr i, i, j

, -# $
* +

,

where Ntr(i, {i, j}) counts, in the validation set V, the
number of times that i is preferred to j when {i, j} is
offered. Note that, with this de!nition, the KL di-
vergence is always nonnegative and is minimized by
(tr, in which case KL((tr) " 0. For both the KL di-
vergence and the MAPE, lower values generally in-
dicatebetterpredictiveaccuracies. For the log-likelihood,
higher values indicate better predictive accuracy.

We run our experiments for different collections C)

and a different number K of Mallows segments by
varying (),K) over the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} , {4, 6, 8, 10, 15}.
For each (),K), we report in Tables 2–4 the percentage
improvement obtained in prediction accuracy resulting
from Mallows-based smoothing. The reported improve-
ments are obtained using fourfold cross-validation, in
whichwe split the data into four folds, train on three folds,
and then test on the remaining fold and then repeat this
procedure four times, each time testing on a different fold.
The results are then averaged across the four splits.

The improvement in predictive accuracy is signif-
icant. For K " 15, the improvement in KL divergence
of smoothing the distribution over rankings ranges
from 1.61% to 15.16%, and the improvement inMAPE
ranges from 0.92% to 9.44%. The improvements in
log-likelihood are positive but smaller in magnitude
(less than 1%). We note that the improvements seem
to be U-shaped as the relative improvements become
less pronounced for larger values of ). One possible
explanation for this phenomenon is that, for higher

values of ), sparse models start to generalize well
because of the large variations in the assortment sizes
in the training data (recall that, for each ), the training
data consist of all assortments of size at most n ! )).
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that these met-
rics only measure the improvement in prediction
accuracy without accounting for the model com-
plexity. For this reason, we also compute the Akaike
information criterion (AIC), which penalizes the log-
likehood using the number of parameters. The results
are reported in Table EC.1 (in Online Appendix B). We
observe that smoothing signi!cantly improves the AIC
value, which suggests that smoothing reduces over!tting.
It is surprising to discover that, even with a small

number of Mallows segments K, we observe notice-
able improvements in prediction accuracy. Interpreting
K as the number of customer types in the population,
this phenomenon implies that smoothing can lead to
more parsimonious models that rely only on a few
customer types. It is important to note that smoothing
results in an improvement for nearly all values of K
that we examined, indicating robustness of perfor-
mance to the number of customer types. In practice,
one would typically tune the value of K using cross-
validation.Here,however,weobserve that anysmoothing
actually helps. Using a sparse distribution over rankings
typically over!ts the data, especially because the data are
providing only partial preference information. Smoothing
allows us to reduce over!tting and improves the pre-
dictive accuracy.
We conclude this section by reporting the empirical

values that the concentration parameter e!" obtained.

Table 2. Percentage Improvements in Log-Likelihood from
Smoothing ((L((sm) ! L((̂sp))/L((̂sp))

)

Number K of Mallows segments

Best improvement4 6 8 10 15

0 !0.06 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.15 0.15
1 0.68 0.69 0.48 0.53 0.57 0.69
2 0.36 0.56 0.77 0.90 0.97 0.97
3 0.26 0.60 0.39 0.33 0.41 0.60
4 0.05 0.05 0.12 0.01 !0.03 0.12

Table 3. Percentage Improvements in KL Divergence from
Smoothing ((KL((sp) !KL((̂sm))/KL((̂sp))

)

Number K of Mallows segments

Best improvement4 6 8 10 15

0 !0.54 0.51 0.56 0.70 1.61 1.61
1 7.91 7.84 5.52 6.06 6.31 7.91
2 6.19 8.83 12.16 14.29 15.16 15.16
3 4.02 9.66 6.12 6.18 6.58 9.66
4 !0.84 1.45 5.66 2.17 1.29 5.66

Table 4. Percentage Improvements in MAPE from
Smoothing ((MAPE((sp) !MAPE((̂sm))/KL((̂sp))

)

Number K of Mallows segments

Best improvement4 6 8 10 15

0 !0.23 0.29 0.32 0.48 0.92 0.92
1 4.23 4.25 2.94 3.44 3.67 4.25
2 3.68 4.92 6.98 8.36 9.44 9.44
3 2.14 6.94 5.43 3.68 4.80 6.94
4 !0.73 0.72 3.56 0.80 1.22 3.56
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Table 5 reports the average value of this parameter for
each (),K) over the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} , {4, 6, 8, 10, 15}, in
which the average is taken over the mixture
components. The values in Table 5 illustrate the
range of concentration parameters encountered in
practice; we use these to help us narrow down the
range of values to try in our synthetic experiments
in Section 6. We also note that, as the number of
segments increases, the value of e!" decreases as
the preference heterogeneity in the population is
captured by a larger number of mixture compo-
nents that are more concentrated. We next test
whether this improved accuracy in prediction leads
to better decision making in the form of higher
revenue assortments.

3.4. Decision Quality
In what follows, we evaluate the improvements in
decision quality achieved as a result of Mallows-
based smoothing. For this purpose, we determine
the optimal assortments prescribed by the sparse
model (̂sp and by the smoothed model (̂sm, whose
expected revenues are compared under the ground
truth model. In order to compute optimal assort-
ments, we are required to set a price for each of the
sushi types. Because the data set provides the average
selling prices, we set the price of each type to be the
average selling price.

To solve the resulting assortment-optimization prob-
lem under the sparse model (̂sp, we use a straightfor-
ward MILP formulation (see, for instance, Bertsimas
and Mišić 2019). To solve the analogous problem
under the Mallows-smoothed model (̂sm, we use the
MIP developed in Section 5. Let Ssp and Ssm denote the
optimal assortments under the sparse and smoothed
models, respectively. We compare the revenue gen-
erated by these solutions under the ground truth
model (tr and report the percentage improvement in
the revenues from smoothing given by

!
i#Ssm ri · (tr i,Ssm( ) !!

i#Ssp ri · (tr i,Ssp
# $

!
i#Ssp ri · (tr i,Ssp

# $ .

Table 6 reports the percentage improvements for each
value of ) # {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. The reported values are ob-
tained using fourfold cross-validation and correspond to
the average improvement as the number K of Mallows
segments is varied over {4, 6, 8, 10, 15}. We observe
that smoothing not only improves the prediction
accuracy, but also the decision quality. The best im-
provements are uniformly positive as ) is varied over
the set {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. These improvements in revenue
can result in substantial improvements in pro!ts,
especially in retail settings in which operating mar-
gins are slim (Méndez-Dı́az et al. 2010).
We also test the performance of a mixture of MNL

model, a very popular and general choice model, on
this data set. The results, presented in Online Appendix
C, show that, on this data set, the mixture of Mallows
model signi!cantly outperforms the mixture of MNL
model approach in both prediction accuracy and deci-
sion quality. Having demonstrated the practical impact
of our methods, we now present their details.

4. Choice Probabilities
In this section, we show that the choice probabilities
can be ef!ciently computed under a mixture of Mallows
model and propose two separate approaches to do so.
We begin with a dynamic programming (DP)–based
approach. Interestingly, this approach is also in-
strumental to derive our MIP formulation for as-
sortment optimization, presented in Section 5. The
second approach reformulates the choice probability
representation (1), which involves n! summands (i.e.,
marginalization over all possible permutations) as a
convolution of at most n discrete sequences of length
n, thereby yielding a closed-form expression of the
choice probabilities. Note that, without a procedure
to actually compute the choice probabilities, the case
study presented in Section 3 cannot be conducted.

4.1. A DP-Based Approach
We begin by describing our procedure for a single
Mallows model and explain how it naturally extends
to a mixture of Mallows model. For a single modal

Table 5. Average Values of the Concentration
Parameter e!"

)
Number K of Mallows segments

4 6 8 10 15

0 0.927 0.921 0.919 0.913 0.904
1 0.886 0.881 0.880 0.870 0.865
2 0.846 0.838 0.833 0.822 0.781
3 0.827 0.776 0.767 0.721 0.721
4 0.733 0.697 0.639 0.626 0.528

Table 6. Percentage Improvements in Revenue
from Smoothing

)

Number K of Mallows segments

Best improvement4 6 8 10 15

0 0.66 0.02 0.02 0.66 !1.40 0.66
1 0.00 !0.79 !0.79 !0.82 0.76 0.76
2 1.36 0.54 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.36
3 1.25 1.28 1.35 1.94 2.47 2.47
4 0.85 0.85 0.85 1.85 0.25 1.85
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ranking !, we assume without loss of generality that
! " a1 · · · an; that is, the products are indexed such that
the central permutation! ranks product ai at position
i for all i # [n]. Our approach is based on an ef!cient
procedure to sample a random permutation accord-
ing to the Mallows distribution introduced by Lu and
Boutilier (2014). Algorithm 1 describes their RIM.

Algorithm 1 (Repeated Insertion Method (Lu and
Boutilier 2014))
1: Let # " {a1}.
2: For i " 2, . . . ,n, insert ai into # at position s " 1, . . . , i

with probability

*s,i "
e!"· i!s( )

1 + e!" + . . . + e!"· i!1( ) .

3: Return #.
In each step i, this procedure inserts product ai in

position swith probability*s,i, noting that (*s,i)is"1 is an
exponentially increasing sequence in s. Consequently,
the most likely event is that product ai is placed in
position i, that is, in agreement with!. The procedure
then allows for perturbation with exponentially de-
creasing probability in i ! s, the number of disagree-
ments with already inserted products induced by the
new product. This is indeed consistent with our
de!nition of a Mallows distribution in which the
probabilities of rankings decrease exponentially with
the number of disagreements with !.

Lemma 1 (Lu and Boutilier 2014, Theorem 3). Algorithm 1
generates a random sample from the Mallows distribution
with modal ranking ! and concentration parameter ".

Based on the correctness of this procedure, we
describe a dynamic program for computing the choice
probabilities with respect to a general offer set S. The
key idea is to decompose these probabilities to in-
clude the position at which a product is chosen.
Speci!cally, for i * m * n and s # [m], let ((i, s,m) be
the probability that product ai is chosen when S is
offered (i.e., appears !rst among products in S) at
position s at the end of stepm of Algorithm 1. In other
words, ((i, s,m) corresponds to the choice probability
when S is offered when restricting the universe u to
the !rstm products, a1, . . . , am. Note that the de!nition
of ((·, ·, ·) implicitly depends on S. With this notation,
we clearly have

P ai | S( ) "
"n

s"1
( i, s,n( ).

We compute the probabilities ((i, s,m) iteratively for
m " 1, . . . , n by relying on the sampling procedure in
Algorithm 1. Starting from a permutation # that
consists of the products a1, . . . , am, the next product
am+1 is inserted at position jwith probability *j,m+1. To

determine the effect of this insertion on the choice
probabilities ((i, s,m + 1), i, s # [m + 1], we consider
two cases, depending on whether am+1 belongs to the
assortment S or not.
Case 1: am+1 /# S. In this case, ((m + 1, s,m + 1) " 0

for all s # [m + 1]. Moreover, for any i # [m], product ai
is chosen at position s after am+1 is inserted if and
only if one of the following two mutually exclusive
events occurs:
i. Product ai is chosen at position s before am+1 is

inserted, and am+1 is inserted at position ) > s.
ii. Product ai ias chosen at position s ! 1, and am+1 is

inserted at position ) * s ! 1.
Consequently, we have that, for all i * m,

( i, s,m + 1( ) "
"m+1

)"s+1
*),m+1 · ( i, s,m( )

+
"s!1

)"1
*),m+1 · ( i, s ! 1,m( )

" 1 ! +s,m+1
# $ · ( i, s,m( )
+ +s!1,m+1 · ( i, s ! 1,m( ),

where +s,m " !s
)"1 *),m for all m, s.

Case 2: am+1 # S. In this case, for any i # [m], product
ai is chosen at position s only if it is already chosen at
position s and am+1 is inserted at a position ) > s.
Therefore, for all i * m, ((i, s,m + 1) " (1 ! +s,m+1)·
((i, s,m). Further, product am+1 is chosen at position s
only if all products ai, i # [m], are chosen at positions
) - s and am+1 is inserted at position s, implying that

( m + 1, s,m + 1( ) " *s,m+1 ·
"

i*m

"n

)"s
( i, ),m( ).

Algorithm 2 summarizes this procedure.

Algorithm 2 (DP for Computing Choice Probabilities Under
the Mallows Model).
1: Let S be a general offer set. Without loss of gen-

erality, we assume that a1 # S.
2: Let ((1, 1, 1) " 1.
3: For m " 1, . . . , n ! 1,

a. For all i * m and s " 1, . . .m + 1, let

( i, s,m + 1( ) " 1 ! +s,m+1
# $ · ( i, s,m( )
+ 1 am+1 /# S[ ] · +s!1,m+1
· ( i, s ! 1,m( ).

(3)

b. For s " 1, . . . ,m + 1, let

( m + 1, s,m + 1( ) " 1 am+1 # S[ ] · *s,m+1

·
"

i*m

"n

)"s
( i, ),m( ). (4)

4: For all i # [n], return P(ai | S) " !n
s"1 ((i, s, n).
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Theorem 1. For any offer set S, Algorithm 2 returns the
choice probabilities under aMallows distribution with modal
ranking ! and concentration parameter ".

Algorithm 2 has an O(n3) running time for com-
puting P(a | S) for all products a # S simultaneously.
The dynamic program extends to a mixture of K
Mallows segments in a straightforward way by running
it separately for each segment and then averaging the
resulting choice probabilities, weighted by their mixture
proportions p1, . . . , pK. The resulting algorithm runs in
O(Kn3) time. This is a dramatic improvement over the
straightforward Expression (1) that de!nes the choice
probabilities through n! summands. Moreover, as
explained in Section 5, these ideas lead to an MIP
formulation for the assortment-optimization problem.

4.2. A Closed-Form Expression
Before explaining how to build on the DP approach to
formulate a compact MIP formulation for assortment
optimization, we mention an alternative approach to
compute the choice probabilities. From a running-
time perspective, this approach allows us to shave a
factor of O(n) and compute any speci!c choice prob-
ability in O(n2 log n) time versus O(n3) for the DP-
based algorithm. The key idea is to exploit certain
symmetries of the Mallows distribution to reformu-
late the choice probabilities as a discrete convolution. A
detailed discussion of this approach is presented in
Online Appendix D.

5. MIP for Assortment Optimization
We now present anMIP formulation for the assortment-
optimization problem, making use of our dynamic pro-
gramming approach for computing the choice proba-
bilities. Starting with a single-segment Mallows model,
we present in Section 5.2 an MIP consisting of O(n3)
variables and constraints, in which only O(n) of the
variables are binary. We then extend this formulation
to a mixture of Mallows model. In what follows, we
focus on the unconstrained problem, noting that our
formulation can readily handle any (business) con-
straints that are linear in the decision variables, such
as cardinality and capacity constraints, known com-
mitments to include certain products, etc.

5.1. Converting the DP Recursion
Initially, we assume that the minimum-index product
a1 belongs to the optimal assortment. For every i # [n],
we de!ne a corresponding decision variable xi # {0, 1}
with the interpretation that xi " 1 if product ai is

included in the assortment and xi " 0 otherwise.
Similarly to Section 4.1, let (i,s,m denote the proba-
bility that product ai is chosen at position s when the
product universe is restricted to {a1, . . . , am}. Because
1[am+1 # S] " xm+1 and 1[am+1 /# S] " 1 ! xm+1 for anym,
it follows from the correctness of Algorithm 2 that the
choice probabilities (·,·,· satisfy the following non-
linear constraints:

(i,s,m+1 " 1 ! +s,m+1
# $ · (i,s,m + 1 ! xm+1( )
· +s!1,m+1 · (i,s!1,m
+m < n ,+i, s # m[ ]

(m+1,s,m+1 " xm+1 · *s,m+1 ·
"

i*m

"n

)"s
(i,),m

+m < n,+s # m[ ].

5.1.1. Capturing Multiplication of Variables Through
Auxiliary Variables. To deal with multiplications of
x and ( variables in these constraints, we let yi,s,m+1 "
(1 ! xm+1) · +s!1,m+1 · (i,s!1,m for all i, s # [m] and m < n.
In addition, let zs,m+1 " xm+1 · *s,m+1 ·!i*m

!n
)"s (i,),m

for all s # [m] andm < n. Noting that our objective is to
maximize the expected revenue !

i, s ri · (i,s,n, we ob-
tain the following nonlinear integer program:

max
x,(,y,z

"

i,s
ri · (i,s,n

s.t. (i,s,m+1 " 1 ! +s,m+1
# $

· (i, s,m + yi,s,m+1, +m < n ,+i, s # m[ ]
0 * yi,s,m+1 * 1 ! xm+1( )

· +s!1,m+1 · (i,s!1,m , +m < n ,+i, s # m[ ]
(m+1,s,m+1 " zs,m+1 , +m < n,+s # m[ ]

0 * zs,m+1 * xm+1 · *s,m+1 ·
"

i*m

"n

)"s
(i,),m ,

+m < n,+s # m[ ]
(1,1,1 " 1,(1,s,1 " 0, +s - 2
(m,s,m " 0, +m > 1,+s - m + 1
(i,s,m " 0, +m, s,+i > m
x1 " 1, xq " 1, xi # {0, 1}

.

In this formulation, we use inequalities in the con-
straints corresponding to yi,s,m+1 and zs,m+1 because it is
always optimal to set these variables at their upper
bounds as all objective function coef!cients are non-
negative.We set x1 " 1 and xq " 1 because product a1 is
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part of the optimal solution (according to our as-
sumption) and because the no-purchase option aq is
always offered.

5.1.2. Linearizing the Constraints. Now, because the
x-variables are binary, the constraints corresponding
to yi,s,m+1 and zs,m+1 can be converted into linear form
by noting that

0 * yi,s,m+1 * 1 ! xm+1( ) · +s!1,m+1 · (i,s!1,m

is equivalent to

yi,s,m+1 * +s!1,m+1 · (i,s!1,m and
0 * yi,s,m+1 * +s!1,m+1 · 1 ! xm+1( ) ,

and similarly,

0 * zs,m+1 * xm+1 · *s,m+1 ·
"

i*m

"n

)"s
(i,),m

is equivalent to

zs,m+1 * *s,m+1 ·
"

i*m

"n

)"s
(i,),m and

0 * zs,m+1 * *s,m+1 · xm+1.

5.1.3. Relaxing the Minimum-Index Product Assumption.
The last step consists of relaxing the assumption that
product a1 belongs to the optimal assortment. To this
end, we de!ne for every product i # [n] a binary
decision variable fi such that fi " 1 if product i is the
minimum-index product in the optimal assortment.
The following set of constraints ensures that the
variables fi model the minimum-index product:

fi * xi , +i * q

fi * 1 !
"

j<i
fj, +i * q

"q

i"1
fi " 1

.

The initial constraint (1,1,1 " 1 is accordingly replaced
by (i,i,i " fi for all i * q. Indeed, we know that the no-
purchase option belongs to any feasible assortment.
Alternatively, one could simply guess the minimum-
index product in an optimal assortment; because
there are O(n) possible guesses, this idea leads to a
polynomial-sizeMIP.However, it does not generalize
well to a mixture of Mallows model as the number of

guesses grows exponentially with the number of
segments K.

5.2. The Final MIP
Putting everything together, we obtain the following
MIP for unconstrained assortment optimization under a
single-segment Mallows model:

max
x,(,y,z

"

i,s
ri · (i,s,n

s.t. (i,s,m+1 " 1 ! +s,m+1
# $ · (i,s,m + yi,s,m+1,

+m < n ,+i, s # m[ ]
yi,s,m+1 * +s!1,m+1 · (i,s!1,m,

+m < n ,+i, s # m[ ]
0 * yi,s,m+1 * +s!1,m+1 · 1 ! xm+1( ),

+m < n ,+i, s # m[ ]
(m+1,s,m+1 " zs,m+1 , +m < n,+s # m[ ]

zs,m+1 * *s,m+1 ·
"

i*m

"n

)"s
(i,),m, +m < n,+s # m[ ]

0 * zs,m+1 * *s,m+1 · xm+1, +m < n,+s # m[ ]
(i,i,i " fi, +i * q
(m,s,m " 0, +m,+s - m + 1
(i,s,m " 0, +m, s,+i > m
fi * xi , +i * q

fi * 1 !
"

j<i
fj, +i * q

"

i*q
fi " 1

xq " 1, xi # {0, 1} , fi # 0, 1{ }.
(5)

Theorem2. TheMIP in (5) computes an optimal solution to
the unconstrained assortment optimization problem under a
Mallows model.

It is important to note that our MIP formulation
easily extends to the mixture of Mallows model by
creating a copy of each variable for each segment (for
completeness, this formulation is provided in Online
Appendix E.1). By exploiting ideas of a similar nature,
we build on this formulation in Section 6 to obtain a
stronger “collapsed” formulation with O(n2) vari-
ables (rather than O(n3)), of which only O(n) are bi-
nary. We also implement a variable bound strengthen-
ing. The combinationof these improvements allowsus to
scale the MIP formulation to large-scale instances.
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6. Performance of the MIP
In this section, we conduct a computational study to
demonstrate that our MIP formulation scales well to
practical problem sizes. For a broad set of ground
truth model instances, we examine the running times
of this formulation to understand how it scales with
core problem parameters, such as the number of
products n, the number of segments K, and the con-
centration parameter ". We start by presenting a
stronger collapsed formulation in Section 6.2. We
then gain insights into the inner workings of the MIP
for a single Mallows model by showing in Section
6.3.1 how its running time depends on two parame-
ters: the position of the no-purchase option and the
concentration parameter. We then present further
results for a general mixture of Mallows model in
Section 6.3.2.

6.1. Simulation Setup
For a given con!guration of the number of products
n # {20, 30, 40, 50, 100} and the number of segments
K # {1, 5, 10, 15}, we randomly generate a ground truth
model instance by sampling product prices indepen-
dently and uniformly at random from the interval [0, 1].
The modal rankings are sampled uniformly at ran-
dom over all n! permutations. The probability of each
segment is set as 1/K. Finally, in our experiments,
the value of concentration parameter " varies such
that e!" # {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}.

All resulting MIPs are solved using Gurobi Optimizer
v. 6.0.0 on a standard desktop computer with a 2.4 GHz
Intel Core i5, 8 GB RAM, runningMacOSX El Capitan. A
time limit of one hour is enforced for each instance.

6.2. Collapsed MIP Formulation
For our computational experiments, we do not di-
rectly use the formulation presented in Theorem 2,
but instead utilize a stronger collapsed formulation.
We present the latter for the basic Mallows model
with a single segment, noting that it can easily be
extended to the mixture of Mallows model. The key
idea in obtaining this formulation is to only maintain
the aggregate choice probabilities for every position s
and stepm and to drop the dependence on the product i.
Instead of having variables ((i, s,m) for every product
i, we only maintain two sets of variables, ((s,m) and
,(s,m), with the following interpretation: ((s,m) is the
probability of a product being picked in position s
after the mth step of Algorithm 1. Also, ,(s,m) is the
revenue from the product picked in position s after the
mth step. We describe the full formulation in Online
Appendix E.2. This collapsed formulation leads to an
MIP with O(n2) variables and constraints (instead of
O(n3) previously) and reduces the running time by an
order of magnitude as illustrated in Table 7.

For the instances in Table 7, we assumed that the
no-purchase option is the top-ranked product in the
modal ranking. This is characteristic of applications in
which the retailer captures only a small fraction of the
market and the outside option represents the (much
larger) rest of the market. For instance, most cus-
tomers visiting a website or a store leave without
making a purchase (Chaffey 2019). Moreover, as
shown in Section 6.3.1, having the no-purchase option
in the !rst position produces computationally chal-
lenging instances in which the MIP takes longer to
terminate. In particular, we identify two parameters
that considerably affect the running time: (a) the
position of the no-purchase option and (b) the con-
centration parameter value.

6.3. Results and Discussion
6.3.1. Sensitivity of Running Time for a Single Mallows
Model. In what follows, we examine the sensitivity of
the MIP running time with respect to two parameters
in the case of a single Mallows model.

6.3.1.1. No-purchase at the Top. As hinted by As-
sumption 1 of the PTAS we present in Section 7.1, the
position of the no-purchase option in the modal
ranking in"uences the tractability of the underlying
assortment-optimizationproblem.We, therefore,wish to
understand its effect on the running time of our MIP as
well. For this purpose, we vary the position of the no-
purchase option in the modal ranking and solve the
assortment-optimization problem using the MIP for-
mulation.Aspreviouslymentioned, for a singleMallows
model, the binary decision variables fi introduced for
proving Theorem 2 are redundant, and instead, we
can guess the position of the minimum-index product
in the optimal assortment. This amounts to solving
O(n) independent MIPs, which can be executed in
parallel. More speci!cally, the number of MIPs that
should be solved is bounded by the rank of the no-
purchase option. Because these can be run in parallel,
for each possible position of the no-purchase option,
we compare the maximum running time over these
many MIPs (each corresponding to a guess of the

Table 7. Running Time of the MIP (Theorem 2) and the
Collapsed MIP (Theorem EC.3) for Various Values of n
When e!" " 0.8

n

MIP Collapsed MIP

Average, s Maximum, s Average, s Maximum, s

15 2.87 4.13 0.46 0.65
20 17.10 24.23 1.69 2.96
25 68.89 114.91 4.33 9.31

Note. The average and maximum times are computed over 100
random ground truth instances.
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minimum-index product) and report the average value
over 100 randomly generated instances.

Figure 1 shows that, indeed, the average maximum
running time depends on the position of the no-
purchase option. In particular, the solid line in this
!gure shows that, when the no-purchase option is
ranked either the highest or the lowest, the running
time of theMIP is highest. This phenomenon indicates
that the seemingly hardest instances for our MIP are
when the no-purchase option is ranked either !rst or
last. Interestingly, when the no-purchase is ranked
among the last few options, we can speed up the
running time by leveraging the insight from our PTAS
described in Section 7.1 that there always exists a
small-sized, near-optimal assortment. Consequently,
we can impose a constraint on the number of products
that are ranked higher than the no-purchase option in
the assortment. As derived in the proof of Theorem 3,
imposing a constraint that the MIP can only select up
to 1/$products preferred to the no-purchase option in
the modal ranking guarantees a (1 ! $)-approximate
solution. This is a straightforward linear constraint
that can be added to the MIP formulation and turns
out to considerably speed up the MIP, particularly
when the no-purchase option is ranked toward the
end of the modal ranking. The dashed line in Figure 1
illustrates the improvement when adding this spar-
sity constraint for $ " 0.5. We note that the sparsity
constraint does not degrade the quality of the solution
in a meaningful way. Indeed, in our experiments, the
revenue loss is on average less than 1% when adding
the sparsity constraint. The maximum revenue loss
we observe across all experiments is 8%. In light of

these experiments, we assume for the remainder of
our experiments that the no-purchase option is ranked at
the top of themodal ranking; these are dif!cult instances
for which the sparsity constraint is not helpful.

6.3.1.2. Concentration Parameter. We next explore
how the running time of our MIP scales with the
concentration parameter " under a single Mallow
model. Table 8 presents the running time of the col-
lapsed formulation (see Section 6.2) for various values
of n and e!". As one can observe, for e!" " 0.8, theMIP
can be ef!ciently solved even when we increase n.
However, we observe that the running time worsens
as e!" is increased.

6.3.1.3. Strengthened Collapsed Formulation. In order
to derive an improved formulation with better run-
ning times for higher values of e!", we present a
strengthening based on the Sherali–Adams hierarchy
of level one (Sherali and Adams 2013). This strength-
ening idea can be described as follows. We consider
two constraints corresponding to each constraint in
themth step of the dynamic programmingEquations (3)
and (4). In particular, we multiply such constraint by
xm and 1 ! xm and add the two resulting constraints
after linearizing the resulting bilinear terms. The
details of the MIP formulation obtained from the
variable bound strengthening are presented in Online
Appendix E.3.
The results of this strengthening method are pre-

sented in Table 9.We observe that this approach helps
to reduce the running time of the MIP by about 30%

Figure 1. (Color online) Average Value of the Maximum
Running Time of the MIPs (Solid Line) as a Function of the
Position of the No-Purchase Option for n " 25 and e!" " 0.8

Notes. For the same setup, a sparsity constraint with $ " 0.5 is added
(dashed line). For each position, the average is computed over 100
random ground truth instances.

Table 8. Running Time of the Collapsed MIP for Various
Values of n and e!"

n e!" Average, s Maximum, s

20 0.5 0.29 0.51
0.6 0.63 0.79
0.7 0.94 1.30
0.8 1.59 2.31
0.9 9.00 22.24

30 0.5 1.19 1.83
0.6 2.66 3.67
0.7 3.77 5.28
0.8 8.92 17.27
0.9 212.19 970.01

40 0.5 2.72 4.15
0.6 5.58 7.65
0.7 10.38 12.47
0.8 24.97 80.56
0.9a 1,857.43 3,593.88

Note. The average and maximum times are computed over 100
random ground truth instances.

aFor n " 40 and e!" " 0.9, 14 instances did not terminate before the
one-hour time limit. The reported maximum and average are com-
puted over the 86 (out of 100) instances that terminated before the
time limit. For the other set of parameters, all instances terminated
within an hour.
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and increases the number of instances that terminate
within the one-hour time limit by 8%.

6.3.1.4. Duality Gap. Although ourMIP requires lengthy
running times for instances with high values of e!", we
observe that the Gurobi solver !nds near-optimal
solutions very quickly and most of its computation
time is spent in reducing the duality gap. Figure 2
shows, for a number of instances, how the revenue of
the best assortment found by the MIP evolves over
time. In all instances displayed, near-optimal solu-
tions (within 3% of the optimal revenue) are found in
fewer than 200 seconds. On the other hand, a signif-
icant amount of time is spent in reducing the duality gap
to obtain a certi!cate of optimality. This !nding suggests
that our current MIP formulation has a large integral-
ity gap. Although we present several approaches to
strengthen this formulation, it is an interesting open
problem to obtain a stronger formulation in which the
running time is not as dependent on e!".

6.3.2. Mixtures of Mallows. Despite the inef!cient scal-
ing with respect to e!", !tting a mixture of Mallows
model instead of a single Mallows model better
captures heterogeneity in the population. Moreover,
recall from Table 5 that, as the number of mixtures
increases, the value of e!" decreases as the population

heterogeneity is captured with more concentrated
modes. The concentration parameter determines the
degree of separation between the different mixture
components k and k', measured as the probability of
observing the modal ranking !k' under the distri-
bution for mixture component k, that is, e!"·d(!k ,!k' ).
Table 10 reports the running times observed for our
collapsed MIP to reach optimality when e!" " 0.5,
noting that this value results in mixture components
that arewell separated.We observe that our collapsed
MIP formulation scales well in the number of prod-
ucts n and can be ef!ciently solved for practical values
of n and K.
To complement our MIP formulation, we present

in Section 7 near-optimal algorithms for the assortment-
optimization problem accompanied by strong theoreti-
cal guarantees in terms of performance and running time
unlike the MIP formulation. These algorithms establish
and exploit various structural properties of the Mallows
distribution that are interesting on their own and could
be used, for instance, to speedupourMIP formulation as
illustrated in Section 6.3.1.

7. Near-Optimal Algorithms for
Assortment Optimization

In this section, we present three near-optimal algo-
rithms by unraveling various structural properties of

Table 9. Running Time of the CollapsedMIPwith the Successive Improvements for n " 40
and e!" " 0.9

Average,a s Maximum,a s
Number of instances
terminated (one hour)

Collapsed MIP 1,857.43 3,593.88 86/100
Collapsed MIP + strengthening 1,226.63 3,565.59 93/100

aThe reported maximum and average are computed over the instances that terminated before the
time limit.

Figure 2. (Color online) Percentage of Optimal Revenue and Duality Gap Obtained by the Best Current Solution as a Function
of Time (in Seconds) While Solving the MIP for Several Instances

Notes. Each line represents a different instance. These !gures are obtained using the collapsed formulation for n " 40 and e!" " 0.9.
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the Mallows distribution. In Section 7.1, we present a
PTAS for the assortment-optimization problemunder
the mixture of Mallows model with the assumption
that the no-purchase option is ranked last in all central
permutations. In Section 7.2, we present an FPTAS in
which all concentration parameters are bounded away
from zero as long as the number of segments is!xed and
the extremal price ratio ! " rmax

rmin
is polynomial in n.

Finally, in Section 7.3, we present a quasi-PTAS when
the number of segments is !xed and ! " poly(n).

It should be noted that, for an arbitrary number of
segments K, structural assumptions are required in
order to derive any nontrivial performance guaran-
tee. Indeed, Aouad et al. (2018) prove that assortment
optimization under a sparse rank-based model with
K - n preference lists is NP-hard to approximate
within factor"(1/n1!$) for any!xed % > 0. As explained
in Section 1.1, this setting is subsumed as a special
case by the mixture of Mallowsmodel. Consequently,
without structural assumptions, an approximation ratio
of"(1/n1!$) is impossible to obtain in poly(n,K)-time
unless P " NP.

7.1. A PTAS for Assortment Optimization
In this section, we present a PTAS for the assortment-
optimization problem under the mixture of Mallows
model with the assumption that the no-purchase
option is ranked last in all central permutations. An

algorithm is said to be a PTAS if, given an error pa-
rameter $ > 0, it computes an assortment with an
expected revenue of at least 1 ! $ times the optimal
revenue, running in time that is polynomial in n and
K; the running time may be exponential in 1/$.

7.1.1. Structural Properties of the Mallows Distribution.
Prior to describing our algorithm, we establish two
key structural properties of the Mallows distribution
on which our analysis is based. For this purpose,
consider a single Mallows model with central per-
mutation ! " a1 · · · an. We !rst show that, for any pair
of products (ai, aj)with i < j (i.e., ai is preferred to aj in
!), we have P(ai $# aj) - 1/2, where # is a random
permutation drawn from a Mallows distribution. In
relation to the concentration parameter ", it is in-
teresting to note that, when " " 0, the latter distri-
bution is uniformover alln!permutations, and therefore,
P(ai $# aj) " 1/2. Moreover, when " tends to ., the
distribution concentrates on the mode !, meaning
that P(ai $# aj) " 1. The next result extends these ex-
treme cases to all values of ".
Claim 1 is that, for any pair of products (ai, aj)with

i < j, if # is drawn from a Mallows distribution, we
have P(ai $# aj) - 1/2.
The proof is presented in Online Appendix F.1. We

proceed by extending this result to a tuple of products
(ai1 , . . . , aim ). More precisely, when i1 < . . . < im (i.e., ai1
is the most preferred product of {ai1 , . . . , aim} in !),
then we have P(aik $# aij ,+j (" k) - P(ai) $# aij ,+j (" ))
for a randomly drawn permutation # from a
Mallows distribution.
Claim 2 is that, for any tuple of products (ai1 , . . . , aim)

such that i1 < . . . < im, if # is drawn from a Mallows
distribution, we have, for any k < ),

P aik $# aij ,+j (" k
. /

- P ai) $# aij ,+j (" )
. /

.

The proof is presented in Online Appendix F.2.

7.1.2. The PTAS. For ease of exposition, we !rst focus
on a single Mallows model and, therefore, drop the
index corresponding to the Mallows segment. In
Section 7.1.3, we explain how our results extend to a
mixture of Mallowsmodel. Our algorithm is based on
establishing a surprising sparsity property, proving
the existence of small-sized, near-optimal assortments.

7.1.2.1. The 1/%-Enumeration Algorithm. Given an er-
ror parameter $ > 0, we assume without loss of gen-
erality that 1/% takes an integer value. Our algorithm
enumerates all feasible subsets of u consisting of at
most 1/% products and returns the best candidate
assortment. In other words, our algorithm returns an
assortment Ŝ de!ned by

Ŝ " argmax R S( ) : |S| * 1/%{ } . (6)

Table 10. Running Time of the Collapsed MIP for Various
Values of n and K When e!" " 0.5

n K Average, s Maximum, s

20 1 0.39 4.21
5 2.34 4.26
10 6.43 10.96
15 8.98 18.25

30 1 1.80 11.44
5 12.36 590.99
10 9.89 21.08
15 17.58 34.43

40 1 2.76 10.80
5 27.38 1,633.69
10 16.81 43.41
15 29.12 46.71

50 1 5.39 12.37
5 21.62 925.66
10 31.12 155.26
15 72.53 294.19

100 1 24.51 61.60
5a 36.66 293.00
10 50.66 309.49
15 195.63 348.28

Note. The average and maximum times are computed over 100
random ground truth instances.

aFor n " 100 and K " 5, one instance did not terminate before the
one-hour time limit, in which case the reported maximum and av-
erage are computed over the remaining instances. For the other set of
parameters, all instances terminated within an hour.
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For this purpose, we mention that the revenue R(S)
of a given assortment S can be ef!ciently computed
because, following Section 4, the choice probability of
every product can be evaluated in polynomial time.

As mentioned earlier, an additional technical as-
sumption is required in order to derive any nontrivial
performance guarantee. Speci!cally, we prove that
our algorithm indeed identi!es (1 ! $)-approximate
assortments under the following assumption.

Assumption 1. The no-purchase option is ranked last in the
central permutation !, that is, q " n.

In light of the probabilistic claims in Section 7.1.1,
because the no-purchase option is ranked last in the
central permutation ! according to Assumption 1, its
choice probability is the smallest with respect to any
assortment. Consequently, offering a relatively small
assortment of size O(1/$) is suf!cient to drive down
the choice probability of the no-purchase option. This
observation is exploited in the next theorem to prove
that we, indeed, compute a near-optimal assortment.
As previously mentioned, the extension of this result
to an arbitrary number of segments is discussed in
Section 7.1.3.

Theorem 3. Under Assumption 1, the 1/%-enumeration
algorithm is a PTAS for the assortment-optimization problem
under a single-segmentMallowsmodel. The algorithm searches
over O(nO(1/$)) candidate assortments.

Proof. We !rst show that the 1/%-enumeration algo-
rithm indeed returns a (1 ! $)-optimal solution and
then argue that its running time is polynomial in n for
any !xed $. Let S/ & [n] be an optimal assortment.
Clearly, if |S/| < 1/$, then S/ is one of the candidate
assortments we examine, and therefore, the algorithm
returns an optimal solution. In the opposite case, in
which |S/| - 1/$, let S$ & S/ be the set consisting of the
1/$ highest price products of S/, which is among the
candidate assortments constructed by our algorithm.
We show that R(S$) - (1 ! %) ·R(S/) using a sample-
path analysis. For this purpose, let # be a !xed per-
mutation, and letR(#,S) be the revenue obtained from
# when the assortment S is offered, that is,

R #,S( ) "
"

a#S
1 #, a,S[ ] · ra.

We consider two cases, depending on where the no-
purchase option aq is positioned in # relative to the
products of S%.

Case 1: aq $# ai for all i # S$. That is, with respect to #,
the no-purchase option is the most preferred among
the products in S$. In this case, the customer chooses the
no-purchase option, yieldingR(# ,S$) " 0. On the other
hand, we upper bound the revenue of the optimal
assortment S/, showing that R(#, S/) * 2 ·R(S/). To
this end, offering a single product ai is always a feasible

solution, and therefore, R(S/) - R({i/}), where ai/ is
the highest revenue product in S$. Now, R({i/}) "
P(ai/ $ aq)· ri/ - ri//2, where the inequality follows
from claim 1 and Assumption 1. As a result, R(S/) -
R({i/}) - ri//2. Therefore, each product in S/\S$ has a
revenue of at most ri/ * 2 ·R(S/). Because R(#,S/) "
ra for some a# S/ ) {aq}, it follows thatR(#,S/)* 2 ·R(S/).
Case 2: ai $# aq and R(#,S$) " rai for some ai # S$.

We show that R(#,S$) - R(#,S/). Indeed, suppose
that there exists a product aj # S/\S$ such that aj $# ai.
Because S$ contains the 1/% highest price products
of S/, it must be that rj * ri. Therefore, R(#,S$) -
R(#,S/). We now combine the two cases in order to
relate betweenR(S$) andR(S/). For case 1 to happen,
note that aq has to be preferred to all the products in S$.
As an immediate corollary of claim 2, this event occurs
with probability at most 1/|S$| " $. Consequently,

R S/# $!R S$( )"P case 1( )0111231114
*%

·E# R #,S/# $
01123114
*2·R S/( )

!R #,S$( ) |case 1
566666666666666666666666666666667

89999999999999999999999999999999:

+P case 2( ) ·E#R #,S/# $!R #,S$( ) |case 20111111111111111231111111111111114
*0

* 2$ ·R S/# $
.

From a running time perspective, the number of
candidate assortments is O(nO(1/$)). !

7.1.3. Extensions and Further Comments. We now
discuss several extensions of our PTAS.

7.1.3.1. Extension to Constrained Assortment. We note
that our PTAS extends to a broad range of constrained
assortment problems under the Mallows model. In
particular, letting s & 2u be a feasibility set of as-
sortments, the 1/%-enumeration algorithm is appli-
cable in its current form as long as s satis!es the
following assumption.

Assumption 2.
• (Membership) There exists an ef!cient procedure

that, for any S & u, decides whether S # s or not.
• (Downward closure) If S # s and T & S, then T # s.
This is a fairly general assumption, satis!ed for a

large class of constraints, including cardinality, multi-
dimensional knapsack, and matroid constraints. Note
that, because we enumerate over all candidate assort-
ments of cardinality at most 1/%, the only modi!cation
to be made is that of checking feasibility (i.e., mem-
bership in s) for each of these assortments, which is
doable by Assumption 2.

7.1.3.2. Extension to a Mixture of Mallows Model. Our
PTAS extends to a mixture of Mallows model as long
asAssumption 1 holds for each segment. Indeed, because
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the underlying probabilistic arguments (claims 1 and 2)
hold for each segment, the proof of Theorem 3 can
easily be adapted to the case of multiple segments.
Here, note that the running time scales linearly in the
number of segments K.

Theorem 4. Under Assumption 1, the 1/%-enumeration
algorithm is a PTAS for the assortment-optimization problem
under a mixture of Mallows model. Moreover, the algorithm
searches over O(KnO(1/$)) candidate assortments.

7.1.3.3. Suboptimality of Sparse Assortments for Gen-
eral Instances. The PTAS presented in this section
provides near-optimal performance guarantees for
the mixture of Mallows model as long as Assumption 1
holds. However, for arbitrarily structured instances,
in which this assumption does not necessarily hold,
sparse assortments generally cannot be near optimal.
In particular, we construct a family of instances in
which any *-approximate assortment necessarily con-
sists of "(*n) products as stated in the next theorem.
An immediate consequence of this result, whose
proof appears in Online Appendix F.3, is that there
are instances in which the expected revenue of any
O(1/%)-sized assortment is onlyO(1/n) times optimal.

Theorem 5. There are instances of the assortment-optimization
problem under a single-segment Mallows model in which any
*-approximate assortment consists of at least (*/128) · n
products.

At the expense of greater running time,wenext present
an approximation scheme for computing near-optimal
assortments with a more general set of assumptions.

7.2. FPTAS for Assortment Optimization
The main result we establish in this section is brie"y
summarized in the following theorem:

Theorem 6. For any accuracy level % > 0, assortment op-
timization under a mixture of K Mallows segments can be
approximated within factor 1 ! %. Our algorithm searches
over at most 2nK ·[(6!n2)/($"̂4)](Klog(2)/"̂) candidate assort-
ments, where! " rmax/rmin and "̂ " mink#[K] min{"k , 1/2}.

An immediate consequence of this theorem is that
we attain an FPTAS when all concentration param-
eters are bounded away from zero (i.e., "̂ " "(1)), the
number of segments is!xedK " O(1), and the extremal
price ratio ! " rmax/rmin is polynomial in n. We re-
mind the reader that an algorithm is said to be an
FPTAS if, given an error parameter $ > 0, it computes
an assortment with an expected revenue of at least
1 ! $ times the optimal revenue, running in time that
is polynomial in n and 1/$.

It is instructive to understand the parameter regime
in which our algorithm is more ef!cient than com-
plete enumeration. For this purpose, note that the

running time stated in Theorem 6 is exponential in
K/"̂. Therefore, for !xed values of ! and %, our al-
gorithm is asymptotically more ef!cient than com-
plete enumerationas longasK/"̂ scales likeO(n/ log(n)).
This result expresses the trade-off between thenumberof
segments K and the concentration parameter "̂ that
our algorithm can support. When "̂ is a constant, we
must have K " O(n/ log(n)), which seems quite rea-
sonable as we show in Section 6 that, evenwith two or
three segments, the Mallows-based smoothing pro-
vides more accurate choice predictions than a rank-
basedmodel with support size 1,250. For instance, for
e!" " 0.7, $ " 0.05, and! " 10, theminimumvalue of n
necessary to make the running time of the FPTAS
better than complete enumeration is nmin " 96 for K "
1 and nmin " 201 for K " 2. On the other hand, when K
is a constant, then "̂ " "(log(n)/n), meaning "̂ should
be bounded away from zero, for our algorithm to be
more ef!cient than complete enumeration. For in-
stance, for K " 1, $ " 0.05, and ! " 10, the minimum
value of n necessary to make the running time of the
FPTAS better than complete enumeration is nmin " 63
for e!" " 0.5 and nmin " 430 for e!" " 0.9. This result is
similar to what we observe for the MIP formulation,
whose running time degraded as " went to zero.

7.2.1. Structural Properties. We begin by proving a
central probabilistic property that is heavily exploited
in Section 7.2.2 to analyze our algorithm. At a high
level, the underlying intuition is that, under a single
Mallows model, the choice probability of products
whose rank ismuch larger than that of the lowest ranked
(i.e.,most preferable) offeredproduct becomesnegligible
as long as the concentration parameter " is suf!ciently
large. Therefore, we argue that there exists a near-
optimal assortment in which the ranks of all offered
products are not “far away” from each other.
To formalize this intuition, consider a single Mal-

lows model with central permutation! " a1 · · · an and
concentration parameter ". The next result states that,
for two products ai and aj with i < j, the probability
that aj is preferred to ai decays exponentially as e!( j!i)·",
up to some polynomial in n and ".
Claim 3 states let "̂ " min{", 1/2}. For any i < j,

"̂2

3
· e! j!i( )·" * P aj | {ai, aj}

# $ * 2n
"̂2

· e! j!i( )·".

The proof is presented in Online Appendix F.4.

7.2.2. The FPTAS. For ease of exposition, we !rst
focus on a single Mallowsmodel; in Online Appendix
F.5, we explain how our approximation scheme ex-
tends to a mixture of K segments. Our algorithm and
its analysis are based on arguing that there exists a
near-optimal assortment in which all offered prod-
ucts are ranked not too far apart.
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7.2.2.1. The L-Ranks-AwayAlgorithm. Given L - 1, our
algorithm enumerates all subsets S in which the rank
difference (with respect to the central permutation
! " a1 · · · an) of any two products is at most L and
returns the best candidate assortment. In otherwords,
we return the assortment Ŝ that maximizesR(S) over
all subsets S for which maxai,aj#S |i ! j| * L.

It is worth noting that, when L " n ! 1, this ap-
proach is equivalent to exhaustive enumeration over
all 2n possible assortments. However, we show that,
for a much smaller value of L, the L-ranks-away al-
gorithm is guaranteed to compute a (1 ! %)-approxi-
mate assortment. In particular, our choice of L de-
pends on n, $, "̂ " min{" , 1/2}, and ! " rmax/rmin
through the following expression:

L/ " 1
"̂
· ln 6!n2

%"̂4

; <= >
. (7)

Theorem 7. The L/-ranks-away algorithm computes a
(1 ! %)-approximate assortment under the single-segment
Mallows model by searching over at most 2n · [(6!n2)/
($"̂4)](log(2)/"̂) candidate assortments.

Proof. Let S/ & [n] be an optimal assortment, and let
af " min S/ be its most preferred product. We begin by
showing that, for every product ai # S/ with i > f + L/,

P ai|S/ ) aq
, -# $ * %

!n
· P af | af , aq

, -# $
. (8)

We prove this inequality by considering two cases,
depending on whether the no-purchase option aq is
more preferable than product af or not.

Case 1. q < f . Recall that, by claim EC.3, removing a
product from an assortment can only increase the
choice probability of any remaining product. Therefore,
for all i # S/, we have P(ai | S/ ) {aq}) * P(ai | {ai, aq}),
and it suf!ces to show that P(ai | {ai, aq}) * ($/!n) · P(af |
{af , aq}). Using claim 3, we have

P ai | {ai, aq}
# $

P af | {af , aq}
# $ * 2n · e! i!q( )·"

"̂2
· 3

"̂2 · e! f!q( )·"

" 6n · e! i!f( )·"
"̂4

<
6n · e!L/·"

"̂4
* %
!n

,

where the second and third inequalities hold because
i ! f > L/ and L/ - 1

"̂
· ln[(6!n2)/($"̂4)], respectively.

Case 2. f < q. Similarly to case 1, because {ai, af } & S/,
we have P(ai |S/ ) {aq}) * P(ai | {ai, af }). Moreover, P(af |
{af , aq}) - 1/2 by claim 1 because f < q. Combining the
latter inequality with claim 3, we have

P ai | {ai, af }
# $

P af | {af , aq}
# $ * 4n · e! i!f( )·"

"̂2
* 4n · e!L/ ·"

"̂2
* %
!n

,

where, as before, the second and third inequalities hold be-
cause i!f >L/ and L/- 1

"̂
·ln[(6!n2)/($"̂4)], respectively.

To conclude the proof, note that, if maxai,aj#S/|i ! j| * L/, then S/ is one of the assortments examined
by the L/-ranks-away algorithm, implying that it
returns an optimal assortment. In the opposite case, in
which maxai ,aj#S/ |i ! j| > L/, let SL/ & S/ be the set of
L/-highest ranking products in S/, that is,

SL/ " ai # S/ : i ! f * L/, -
,

where af " min S/ by de!nition. In order to relate the
revenues of S/ and SL/ , we observe that

R S/# $ "
"

ai#SL/
ri · P ai |S/ ) aq

, -# $+
"

ai#S/ :

i>f+L/
ri · P ai |S/ ) aq

, -# $

*
"

ai#SL/
ri · P ai |SL/ ) aq

, -# $

+
"

ai#S/ :

i> f+L/
ri ·

%
!n

· P af | af , aq
, -# $

*R SL/
# $+ $ · rmin · P af | af , aq

, -# $

*R SL/
# $+ $ ·R S/# $

.

In the !rst inequality, the !rst summation is upper
bounded by noting that, for all i # S/, we have P(ai | S/)
{aq}) * P(ai | SL/ ) {aq}), whereas the second summa-
tion is upper bounded using (8). The last inequality is
obtained because offering only product af gives a
revenue of rf · P(af | {af , aq}). However, the optimality
of S/ implies that R(S/)- rf ·P(af | {af ,aq})- rmin ·P(af |
{af ,aq}). By rearranging the inequality, we have
R(SL/) - (1 ! $) ·R(S/). Because SL/ is among the
candidate assortments considered by the L/-ranks-
away algorithm, we indeed return an assortment
with expected revenue at least 1 ! $ times the opti-
mal revenue.
From a running-time perspective, the number of

candidate assortments is at most n · 2L/ . Because L/ *
1 + (1/"̂) log((6!n2)/($"̂4)), the number of candidate
assortments the algorithm searches over is at most

n · 2L/ * 2n · 6!n2

$"̂4

; <log 2( )/"̂
,

which concludes the proof. !

7.2.3. Computational Performance. In this section, we
investigate how the L-ranks-away algorithm per-
forms from a practical perspective. Interestingly, we
show that, for values of L much smaller than the the-
oretically required value of L/ as de!ned in Equa-
tion (7), the L-ranks-away algorithm offers an excel-
lent trade-off between the observed approximation
ratios and running times in practice.
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7.2.3.1. Simulation Setup. We make use of an exper-
imental setup similar to that of Section 6. In particular,
we randomly generate a ground truth model instance
with a single segment by sampling product prices
independently and uniformly at random from the
interval [1,!]. For the modal ranking, we assume that
the no-purchase option is at the top, and the remaining
ranking is generated uniformly at random over all (n !
1)! permutations. For various values of the concen-
tration parameter " andmaximum price!, we choose
L # {2, 4, 6} and n # {20, 30, 40, 50, 100}.

7.2.3.2. Results and Discussion. We implement the
L-ranks-away algorithm and compare its running
times and approximation ratios for various values of
L, n,", and!. To compute the approximation ratio, we
concurrently run our MIP, presented in Section 6.3.2,
to compute the optimal expected revenue. The opti-
mality gap we report is 1 !R(Ŝ)/R(S/), where Ŝ is the
assortment returned by the L-ranks-away algorithm
and S/ is the optimal assortment computed by the MIP.

Tables 11 and 12 show the running times and op-
timality gaps when e!" " 0.8 and ! " 2, where each
(average and maximum) measure is computed over
100 random ground truth instances. As shown in
Table 11 and as previously observed in Section 5, the
running time of theMIP signi!cantly degradeswith n.
On the other hand, the running time of the L-ranks-
away algorithm scales better, and for n " 50, it is an
order of magnitude faster than the MIP for L " 4. In
terms of expected revenue, we observe that, even for
small values of L, we obtain very good solutions in
reasonable time. For instance, for L " 4 and n " 50, the

L-ranks-away algorithm !nds a solution in 4.90 sec-
onds on average, and the expected revenue of this
solution is on average 9.13% away from the optimal
revenue. For L " 6 and n " 50, the optimality gap is
5.23% on average. Note that, for these values of " and
!, choosing $ " 0.9 leads to L/ " 66 for n " 20 and L/ "
74 for n " 50. However, it is important to note that the
value of L/ in Equation (7) was chosen to derive a
succinct proof of Theorem 7 rather than to !nd the
smallest possible such value.Our numerical experiments
suggest that much smaller values of L are suf!cient
in practice.
We proceed by investigating the robustness of our

algorithmic approach when changing the parameter !.
Note that, from a theoretical perspective, for a !xed
value of L, the running time of the L-ranks-away al-
gorithm does not depend on ! or ". In Table 13, we
report the optimality gaps when ! " 50 and e!" " 0.8.
We observe that, for a larger value of !, that is, with
more variability in product prices, the optimality gaps
are similar on average to when ! " 2 but exhibit more
variance as the maximum increases slightly. For in-
stance, for n " 50 and L " 6, the worst case optimality
gap over our instances is 22.09% as opposed to 10.07%
when ! " 2 in Table 12. On average, however, the
optimality gap degrades from 5.51% to 6.55% only
when increasing ! from 2 to 50. Overall, we observe
that the L-ranks-away algorithm offers a very good
trade-off between the observed optimality gaps and
running times for values ofL that aremuch smaller than
the theoretical value L/ used for analytical purposes.
Finally, we add that the same idea naturally yields

a heuristic algorithm for the multiple segments case

Table 11. Running Time of L-Ranks-Away Algorithm for e!" " 0.8, ! " 2

n

MIP L-ranks-away

L " 2 L " 4 L " 6

Average, s Maximum, s Average, s Maximum, s Average, s Maximum, s Average, s Maximum, s

20 1.84 2.89 0.11 0.12 0.38 0.40 1.30 1.45
30 19.35 40.51 0.33 0.36 1.18 1.27 4.34 4.77
40 69.80 188.08 0.70 0.75 2.63 2.89 9.90 10.53
50 166.0 542.74 1.28 1.38 4.90 5.23 18.71 19.53

Table 12. Optimality Gap of L-Ranks-Away Algorithm for e!" " 0.8, ! " 2

n

L-ranks-away

L " 2 L " 4 L " 6

Average, % Maximum, % Average, % Maximum, % Average, % Maximum, %

20 16.60 26.70 9.02 15.71 5.26 10.57
30 16.29 28.84 9.20 17.90 5.25 9.63
40 17.37 28.21 9.64 15.82 5.91 10.76
50 16.71 27.01 9.13 16.72 5.51 10.07
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as well. Indeed, one can apply the L-ranks-away al-
gorithm as delineated in Online Appendix F.5 for a
value of L that is much smaller than the theoretical
value L/. Even though the running time is exponential
in the number of segments, this could still be practical
for small enough values of L.

7.3. A Quasi-PTAS for Assortment Optimization
We now consider the most general setting and derive a
quasi-PTAS for assortment optimization. An algorithm
is said to be a quasi-PTAS if, for any accuracy level $ > 0,
it computes an assortment with an expected revenue
of at least 1 ! $ times the optimal revenue, running in
O(npolylog(n)) time, which could potentially be expo-
nential in 1/$. Speci!cally, letting ! " rmax/rmin be the
ratio between themaximum andminimumprices and
recalling that K stands for the number of underlying
segments, our main result is summarized in the next
theorem. (To avoid cumbersome notation, we use
O$(·) to suppress polynomial dependencies on 1/$,
meaning that O$( f (n)) " O(poly(1/$) · f (n)).)
Theorem 8. For any accuracy level $ > 0, the assortment
optimization problem under a K-segment Mallows distri-
bution can be approximated within factor 1 ! $ of optimal.
The algorithm searches over O$(nO$((1/%)O(K)·K2·logO(K)(n!)))
candidate assortments.

From a running-time perspective, because of the
exponential dependency on K and log!, we indeed
attain a quasi-PTAS for a !xed number of segments K
as long as ! " poly(n). It is important to mention,
however, that unlike the previous two algorithms,
our quasi-PTAS is applicable to the mixture of Mal-
lows model in its utmost generality without any
structural assumptions. The details of this algorithm
are deferred to Online Appendix G.

Interestingly, even though quasi-polynomial run-
ning times have become ubiquitous in approximation
schemes for a wide range of combinatorial optimi-
zation problems (see, e.g., Bansal et al. 2006, Chan and
Elbassioni 2011, Adamaszek andWiese 2015,Mustafa
et al. 2015), to our knowledge, Theorem 8 is the !rst to
derive a result of this nature in the context of as-
sortment optimization. Concurrently, a very recent

quasi-PTAS of Segev (2019) for a joint assortment
inventory problem with stochastic demand differs
from the technical approach presented here in all
ingredients involved.

8. Conclusions
In this paper, we considered a “smoothed” general-
ization of the class of sparse rank-based choicemodels
designed to overcome some of their key limitations.
Our main building block is the Mallows model: a
smoothed distribution over rankings concentrated
around a central ranking. The key challenges in
employing this approach are the exponential support
size of the Mallows distribution and the absence of a
closed-form expression for its choice probabilities.
We !rst present an ef!cient procedure based on

dynamic programming ideas to compute the choice
probabilities for any assortment under the mixture of
Mallows model. Furthermore, building on this charac-
terization,weproposea compactMIP for the assortment-
optimization problem under a mixture of Mallows
model. In order to scale our MIP, we further present a
collapsed formulation as well as several strengthening
ideas. This leads to an ef!cient approach for solving
problem instances of practical nature and scale. As a
future research direction, it will be interesting to devise a
formulation whose running time is independent of e!".
To complement these MIP formulations, by unravel-

ing various structural properties of the Mallows distri-
bution, we design three near-optimal algorithms for the
assortment-optimization problem. These approaches
constitute the !rst ef!cient algorithms with provably
near-optimal performance guarantees for assortment
optimization under the Mallows or the mixture of
Mallows model in such generality.
Interestingly, the tractability of assortment opti-

mization under a single Mallows model remains a
challenging open question for future research. In fact,
despite our best efforts, we have not been able to
establish hardness results even for a mixture of O(1)
segments. As previouslymentioned, an arbitrary number
of segments leads to "(1/n1!%)-hardness; however,
reductions similar in spirit to that of Aouad et al.
(2018) do not seem to be applicable for a constant

Table 13. Optimality Gap of L-Ranks-Away Algorithm for e!" " 0.8, ! " 50

n

L-ranks-away

L " 2 L " 4 L " 6

Average, % Maximum, % Average, % Maximum, % Average, % Maximum, %

20 17.70 35.66 11.84 27.40 6.79 14.48
30 17.33 33.79 10.57 31.43 6.36 18.87
40 19.61 38.29 11.70 30.10 7.05 18.65
50 18.37 31.52 11.00 26.15 6.55 22.09
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number of segments. In Online Appendix H, we
demonstrate that optimal assortments do not seem to
exhibit an intuitive structure, such as being nested by
price.We believe that closing this gap is an interesting
direction for future research.
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